COMPILING RESIDENT/NON-RESIDENT FLOWS

Department of Tourism
Ministry of Tourism and sports
THAILAND
Thailand Tourism Statistics

- Using basic concept and definitions from IRTS 2008

- Methodology, processing and tourism data approved by the steering committee
Inbound Tourism Statistics

To compile number of international tourist arrivals (non-resident)

To survey tourism expenditure
Immigration Bureau (Data source)

Administrative record of immigration bureau (monthly)

Department of Tourism (To cut and compile)

Resident

Non-resident
WE CUT RESIDENT VISAS THAT ARE AS FOLLOW:

- Thai visa
- Blacklist visa
- Refugee visa
- Painai visa (Alien who was born in Thailand)
- Immigrant visa (Neighbor country)

- Illegal visa (Person who make illegal)
- Crew visa
- ONM 15 visa (Guest of government)
- United Nation official visa
- Embassy official visa
Each non-resident visa staying in Thailand not more than 90 days.
To conclude the number of international tourist arrivals to Thailand, a monthly report will be set and distributed to the public.